Fill in the missing letters to create a word from the story. Then, write the full word on the line. Be sure each word is spelled correctly.

1. _____ x h ____ b i ____
   clue: to show something
   _______________________

2. r ____ m a ____ k ____
   clue: to make comments
   _______________________

5. n ____ e____ t y
   clue: something new or unusual
   _______________________

6. ____ n f o r ____ s____ e ____
   clue: not expected
   _______________________

7. u ____ i____ u ____
   clue: unusual or different
   _______________________
Fill in the missing letters to create a word from the story. Then, write the full word on the line. Be sure each word is spelled correctly.

1. exhibit
   clue: to show something

2. remarks
   clue: to make comments

3. sensation
   clue: a cause of excitement; a hit

4. descriptive
   clue: giving information about something

5. novelty
   clue: something new or unusual

6. unforeseen
   clue: not expected

7. unique
   clue: unusual or different
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